
ESSAY ON NOKIA MOBILE

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY Nokia mobile phone is the world largest mobile phone manufacturer, with its comprehensive
product portfolio covering all c.

Every day there seems to be a new application that can hide what users are doing on phones or even just
distract the person from being efficient from the tasks at hand Nokia is continuing to innovate new products
and rebuild their brand. The geographic distance between suppliers and plants can come to mind. Whether it
be checking emails, updating social networks or even playing games, smartphones seem to do it all Its rapidly
growth in the s coincided with a basal structural change of the Finnish economy and industry. They are both
advertising Nokia mobile phones. In the spring of , Nokia sold off half of its paper industries. How is the
financial strength likely to change in the next year or so? For a company staff has become the stanchion to
decide company life. The name Nokia was decided in when he opened his second paper mill on the bank of
Nokianvirta river. This resulted in serious disagreements within the management. After the merger of the three
companies in , cable manufacturing was the main business, and the cable industry was the company's most
profitable and independent business unit. Personal selling and trade promotions are often the most effective
promotional tools for companies such as Nokia - for example offering subsidies on the handsets to encourage
retailers to sell higher volumes. Stakeholders a. Advertising has a dichotomy, which means it has two sides. In
the 60s, the Cable Works expanded its business to include the manufacture and sales of computers. There were
"10 different network standards around the world" and that meant producing separate phones for each network
in order to remain competitive in all geographic. Nokia is the first mobile phone manufacturer which, in close
cooperation with its suppliers, has full material declaration for our mobile devices. A systems failure analysis
is performed to identify nonconformance root causes and to recommend appropriate corrective actions. Since
the boom in technology more and more cellphones can be found almost everywhere. Another discontinuity
was in production at that time. The following essay deals with a detailed overview of the history of the Finnish
Nokia company. We concentrate on what is in our products rather than what has been excluded. At the end of
the essay I will give an overview of the future challenges for the Nokia Company and its surroundings.


